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I: Marco, I’m interested in your views on the role of English in Europe and your views on 
the policy of linguistic equality promoted by the EU. Do you think this policy of 
multilingualism exists more in theory than in practice. And also your views on the 
current role of English. In your 2006 publication you described some of the unique 
lexical items used in Europe and you referred to what you call as ‘Eurospeak’, the 
language of Eurocrats, so I’m interested in your opinion on the existence of a distinct 
variety of European English. 
 
M: Oh, okay. Well your last question there was interesting, but, ah, you began by talking 
about plurilingualism, and which is a policy of the European Union that all European 
Union citizens will be proficient in three languages, and I have, ah, written and 
published on this, ah, where I state very clearly that policy is actually working to the 
advantage of English and making European citizens less multilingual, which is quite 
ironic, uh, one would, I mean, the intentions of the proposal from the European Union 
are, of course, good, that, uh, that European Union citizens are, are multilingual. But 
what has happened through Erasmus and this, uh, large programme, uh, for students to 
study abroad is that European universities are now offering their courses in English to 
accommodate Erasmus students, so instead of Erasmus students, they come to Sweden, 
but they don’t come here to, to learn Swedish alongside with their other studies, but 
they come here never learning Swedish and having all of their lectures in English. And, 
eh, Holland, you know, is gone forward very strongly, you can study in Holland in the 
English language and in German universities, French universities, they’re offering 
courses in English. So what we’re seeing is that the advance of English as a very 
important lingua franca in Europe is making European citizens feel they only need two 
languages, eh, and they would be, of course, their mother tongue and English. And it 
used to be more common that people would want to learn, eh, French and German, eh, 
and perhaps pick up even another language, Italian and Spanish and so on, but now we 
have a lot of people feel, ‘No, I can get by really well just on my first language and, and, 
eh, English.’ 
 
Finland is, eh, a very interesting example where it was very common that everyone in 
Finland learn Swedish and actually a governmental policy of making sure that Swedish 
was a mandatory subject, ah, in, in school education. Now the Fins are putting their 
resources into first learning English and a lot of Finnish people are, are feeling they don’t 
need Swedish any more, and so, while, while Finland was, was a country where Swedish 
and English was spoken 30 or 40 years ago, now it’s a country where everyone is 
speaking English and this is happening throughout the European Union, that people are 
feeling that, because of these policies and because of the funding behind them, that, 



while they’re trying to promote multilingualism, they’re actually promoting, ah, the 
English language. So I feel that the European Union is stuck on the issue of English, they, 
you know, English is like a Tsunami across Europe and they don’t know what to do about 
it, uh, and the result is that more and more people are proficient in English and less and 
less proficient in other languages. 
 
I: So with this increased usage, then, of English throughout Europe, in your opinion, 
does a distinct variety of European English exist?  
 
M: Ah, yeah, it does, in my mind. I see very clearly that a Euro English is emerging, I see 
that it is systematic, I see that it has features which are, are different from other 
varieties, from ‘standard’ English, and that those features are used and understood 
among Europeans, lexical items and even some grammatical features, and even 
pronunciation, words like ‘co-operation’ are very often pronounced ‘corporation’ and so 
on and so forth, so I see in European Union citizens that, when they speak with each 
other, they understand each other perfectly, uh, so I do see a Euro English emerging 
with regional variation, such as the French or German accent and so on, or the 
Scandinavian accents. I see it emerging as a variety that has some regional variation in, 
in pronunciation and in some respects in the choice of lexical items, but it holds 
together, uhm, I don’t see, I don’t see any difference between Euro English or Indian 
English or Nigerian English – those also have regional variations on. It is our second 
language, uhm, I don’t see English any more as a foreign language in continental Europe, 
I see it as a second language. But, unfortunately, uh, because it is such a controversial 
issue, and because Britain is a member of the European Union, there would be a real 
problem, uhh, if Brussels started making decrees, that now we are going to start 
promoting a Euro English in school education. So for these political reasons, the whole 
thing is kind of a very, uh, very difficult thing to talk about and I think that officials in the 
European Union have decided to not talk about it for that reason which allows English to 
just, kind of, like a rampage, just run across Europe in all these different manifestations, 
but the, the most powerful movement of, of Europe is, is the mixing of British and 
English – British and American English and the acceptance of some forms of fossilization 
and, eh, I call it positive interference, uhm, and, eh, uh, I believe that we do have a Euro 
English but it has not been officially recognized.  
 
I: Thank you very much Marko. 
 
M: It was a pleasure. 
 


